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SpeedSensor Fault Tolerant PMSM Machines: From
Position-Sensorless to Sensorless Control

C.M. Verrelli, S. Bifaretti, E. Carfagna, A. Lidozzi, L. Solero, F. Crescimbini, M. Di Benedetto

Abstract— New sensorless observers (i.e., from stator cur-
rents/voltages measurements), to be included into a simple
observer-based sensorless control for the tracking of non-
definitely zero speed references in nonsalient-pole surface Per-
manent Magnet Synchronous Machines (PMSMs), are pro-
posed. They are obtained, through a ‘minimum distance’ mod-
ification, from recently presented position-sensorless observers
(i.e., from rotor speed and stator currents/voltages measure-
ments). The rotor speed estimate is here directly provided by
the Phase Locked Loop (PLL)-based third-order Steady-State
Linear Kalman Filter (SSLKF) that has been previously used to
mitigate the distortions on the estimated position. Experimental
results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
a speed sensor fault-tolerant scenario.

Index Terms— Permanent magnet synchronous machines;
position-sensorless control; sensorless control; observer-based
control; speed sensor fault tolerance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Different control solutions for PMSMs have been proposed
in the literature. The reader is referred to: i) [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7] for the case in which mechanical variables (rotor
position/speed) are measured (see also [8], [9], [10], [11] for
synchronization problems and [12], [13] for extensions to
PM stepper motors); ii) [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25] for recent theoretical/experimental
results on sensorless control (see also [26], [27], [28], [29]).

Recently, new design ideas have been presented in [30]
(see also [31] for theoretical foundations, as well as for the
extension to the case of definitely zero speed references
and uncertain stator resistance), showing that, in order to
successfully address the position-sensorless case in which
the rotor speedω is available for feedback [for instance,
measured through a low-resolution transducer only providing
a single pulse per revolution (1 ppr)], it is possible: i) to
specialize the design steps of the ‘sensorless’ observer in
[24] (see also [32]), leading to Observer I of [30]; ii) to
follow the design ideas presented in [33] (according to the
letter swap in [25]), leading to Observer II of [30]. The
rotor position still remains unmeasured, with no open loop
integration of the rotor speed signal from known initial
conditions being allowed to be performed. It is in fact
well-known that non-robust open loopintegration of the
rotor speed signal from‘somehow known’initial conditions
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leads, in the presence of noise measurements, to several
implementation issues. In contrast to the main contribution
of [31] (Section 5), no information, in [30], about the
crucial signalscos(pθ) and sin(pθ) [pθ is the electrical
angle] is directly extracted from the speed dynamics. As
aforementioned, the speed measurement is in fact there
assumed to be provided by a low-resolution sensor that does
not provide sufficiently precise information on the rotor
speed. This makes the persistency of excitation condition
P:

there exist positive realsT and cp such that

P :
∫ t+T

t

ω(τ)2dτ ≥ cp, ∀ t ≥ 0

is satisfied,

crucial in the estimation process (see in particular Remark
5 in [24] and the related discussion in [31]; the reader is
also referred to [34] for the related Persistency of Excitation
Lemma). While estimation cannot be achieved for definitely
zero rotor speeds1, estimation is actually guaranteed in the
case of non-definitely zero rotor speeds. Applications include
PMSM-based generating units, with active/reactive power
control goals (see for instance [35]) being out of the scope of
this paper. For the sake of clarity, Figure 1 shows the overall
observer-based position-sensorless control scheme suggested
in [30] (relying on either Observer I or Observer II). The
rotor speed measurement is provided by the low-resolution
(1 ppr) transducer, whereas the PLL-SSLKF of [36] (see
Figure 2 and also [37] for the related (almost constant-rotor-
acceleration) approximations) is employed to mitigate the
estimated angle distortions. Such a technique (see also [38])
allows in fact to obtain clean signals without introducing
significant lags. This structure has been also employed to
reduce the speed measurement noise in drives using an
electromagnetic resolver ([39]) or an incremental encoder
([40]) or to obtain an estimation of the phasor angle in
polluted grids ([36]) leading to an accurate tracking of the
input signals even in critical conditions.

In this paper, differently from other related sensorless ap-
proaches in the literature (the reader is referred to the recent
[41], [42] and references therein and also to [43], [44],[45]),

1If the information aboutsin(pθ) andcos(pθ) is directly extracted from
the speed dynamics (with a slight modification of the observer design), then
the requirement of a non-definitely zero speed can be avoided (see [31]).
However, a new persistency of excitation condition will result: it relies on
a non-constantid and may affect the machine power losses (see [31]).
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Fig. 1. Block scheme for the position-sensorless control strategy that
is based on either Observer I or Observer II in [30] assin(pθ)-cos(pθ)
observer block.

Fig. 2. PLL-SSLKF in [36]: block B1)en ≈ sin(en) = sin(θm − θ̃) =
V −1

s (vβ cos(θ̃)−vα sin(θ̃)); B3) numerical procedure or look-up-table to
computecos(θ̃), sin(θ̃) from θ̃. Here:Vs is replaced by1; cos(θ̃), sin(θ̃)

are replaced bŷcos(pθ)f , ŝin(pθ)f ; cos(θm), sin(θm) are replaced by
̂cos(pθ), ŝin(pθ).

we answer the following question: how can the control
scheme of [30] (namely, Figure 1) be adapted, through a
‘minimum distance’ modification, in the case of speed sensor
faults? This is a relevant issue, since ‘smooth’ transitions
from speed measurement-based controls to sensorless con-
trols are to be guaranteed in speed sensor fault scenarios.
In this respect, speed/position sensors are typically used in
speed-controlled electric motors. They can present faulty or
uncorrect operations: intermittent sensor connection, DC bias
in sensor measurements or sensor gain drop. The most severe
fault is, however, the complete sensor outage, which implies
a complete lack of speed information and may lead to closed
loop instability, especially when it is not quickly recognized
and no proper action is performed. The reader is referred to
the recent [46] and [47] for very recent related contributions
and for an exhaustive review on fault detection in electrical
machines, respectively; see also [48], [49], [50], [51] (and
references therein) for more general kinds of faults, as well
as [52], [53], [54], [55], [56] and [57], [58], [59], [60],
[61] for related observer-based applications. On the other
hand, fault tolerance is particularly advantageous in electric
vehicles applications (see again [41]), in which operation
continuity is a key feature (see [57], [54], [62], [63] and
[64], [65], [66], [56], [67], [68], [69]), with safety playing a
crucial role.
The key-idea of this paper (see [70] for preliminary re-
sults) does not rely on coming back to the (more complex)
theoretically-based sensorless control of [24] but, rather, on
using the PLL-SSLKF of Figure 1 to even obtain a speed es-
timate, namelŷω, and thus to replace the position-sensorless
scheme of [30] by the a new sensorless scheme, namely the
one reported in Figure 3. The PLL-SSLKF block processes
the estimates of the unmeasured sinusoidal function of the

electrical angle. They are, in turn, provided by the modified
electrical position-observers Observers I and II, in which the
measured speed is now replaced by the estimated one. The
effectiveness of such an approach is illustrated in Section
VII by experimental results concerning a speed sensor fault-
tolerant scenario.

Fig. 3. Block scheme for the new sensorless control strategy.

II. PMSM MODEL

Assume no saliency and restrict the analysis to the sinu-
soidal flux density distribution. The dynamics of a PMSM in
the fixed reference frame are thus given by the fourth order
model in [2], [6]:

θ̇ = ω

ω̇ =
kM

J

[
−ia sin(pθ) + ib cos(pθ)

]
− TL

J
dia
dt

= −R

L
ia +

kM

L
ω sin(pθ) +

ua

L
(1)

dib
dt

= −R

L
ib −

kM

L
ω cos(pθ) +

ub

L
,

where θ is the rotor angle,ω is the rotor speed,(ia, ib)
are the stator currents,(ua, ub) are the stator voltages. The
variables (θ, ω, ia, ib) constitute the states of the system,
while (ua, ub) represent the control inputs. The effect of the
viscous friction coefficientF , which is assumed to be con-
stant and known in [24], is here neglected. Generalizations
to the case of non-zero known viscous friction coefficient
turn to be straightforward. The load torqueTL is unknown
since it depends on applications, while the known machine
(positive) parameters are: number of pole pairsp, moment
of inertia J , stator windings resistanceR, stator windings
inductanceL, torque constantkM = pΦPM with ΦPM being
the permanent magnets flux linkage. The stator fluxes(ξa, ξb)
satisfy the relationships in [6] (see [31]):

ξa = Lia +
kM

p
cos(pθ) .= Lia + Πc

ξb = Lib +
kM

p
sin(pθ) .= Lib + Πs. (2)

Here, the quantities

Πc =
kM

p
cos(pθ) = ΦPM cos(pθ)

Πs =
kM

p
sin(pθ) = ΦPM sin(pθ) (3)
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represent the contributions of the permanent magnets to the
stator flux generation. Introduce the Park’s transformation,
that is the transformation of the vectorsu = [ua, ub]T and
i = [ia, ib]T in the fixed stator frame(a, b) into vectors
expressed in the frame(d, q) rotating along the fictitious
excitation currentif directed as thed axis:[

wd

wq

]
= R(pθ)

[
wa

wb

]
(4)

R(pθ) =
[

cos(pθ) sin(pθ)
− sin(pθ) cos(pθ)

]
.

The dynamics (1) expressed in terms of currents and voltages
in rotating (d, q) coordinates then become

θ̇ = ω

ω̇ =
kM

J
iq −

TL

J
did
dt

= −R

L
id + pωiq +

ud

L
(5)

diq
dt

= −R

L
iq − pωid −

kM

L
ω +

uq

L
.

III. O BSERVER-BASED SPEED CONTROL

Model (5) is suitable for control design. The rotor speed
dynamics in the(d, q)-coordinates are, as for DC machines,
linear with respect to the stator current vectorq-component
iq and can be controlled by it, with the stator current vector
d-componentid being freely assignable to match additional
control requirements. Adaptive back-stepping techniques can
be successfully applied to design the stator current loops
for rotor speed tracking/regulation purposes, provided that a
suitable closed loop adaptive observer for the unmeasured
quantities is designed. To this purpose, let us denote by the
P-signal ω∗(t) the (non definitely zero) smooth bounded
reference signal for the rotor speedω(t), with bounded time
derivativesω̇∗(t) and ω̈∗(t). Let us also denote byi∗d(t) a
suitable smooth bounded reference signal with bounded time
derivatives for the stator current vectord-component (it will
be assumed to be zero in the experimental set-up of Section
VI). We report a simplified version of the (theoretically
derived and experimentally tested) ‘sensorless’ control in
[24]:[

ua

ub

]
=

[
̂cos(pθ)f − ̂sin(pθ)f

̂sin(pθ)f
̂cos(pθ)f

] [
ud

uq

]
ud = L

[
−φd − ki(id − i∗d)

−kiI

∫ ·

0

(id − i∗d)d·
]

uq = L
[
−φq − ki(iq − i∗q)

−kiI

∫ ·

0

(iq − i∗q)d·
]

φd = pω̂iq (6)

φq = −pω̂id −
kM

L
ω̂[

id
iq

]
=

[
̂cos(pθ)f

̂sin(pθ)f

− ̂sin(pθ)f
̂cos(pθ)f

] [
ia
ib

]

i∗q = −kω(ω̂ − ω∗)− kωI

∫ ·

0

(ω̂ − ω∗)d · .

It can be interpreted as an observer-based modification of the
classical field-oriented control (with preliminary nonlinear
compensation). It depends on the positive control parameters
ki, kiI , kω, kωI and on the estimates( ̂sin(pθ)f , ̂cos(pθ)f ),
ω̂ for the quantities(sin(pθ), cos(pθ)), ω. Such estimates
are provided in this paper by the new ‘sensorless’ PLL-
SSLKF and observer blocks of Figure 3, which incorporate
the modifications of either Observer I or Observer II in [30]
[with the measured speed being replaced by the estimated
one].

IV. POSITION OBSERVERS WITH MEASURED SPEED

In this section we report, for the sake of clarity, the
two theoretically-based observers presented in [30] (see [31]
for rigorous stability proofs, in the more general case of
uncertain stator resistance) that resort to the use of the
speed measurements. According to stability proof of [31], the
observers of this section rely onP, i.e., on the requirement
of a non-definitely zeroω that becomes a non-definitely
zero speed referenceω∗ when the observers are included
in the observer-based control of the previous section (with a
local nature being consequently inherited by the overall error
system in accordance with Lemma 9.2 in [71]).

A. Observer I in [30]

The idea underlying theω- adaptive observer in [24] (and
[23]) was to take advantage from the triangularity structure in
the(iq, ω)-subsystem. When the rotor speed is measured, the
information about(ξa, ξb) (and thus aboutcos(pθ), sin(pθ))
can be fully taken, with stability arguments similar to the
ones adopted in [24], from(id, iq) [or equivalently from
(ia, ib)]. The (ξ̂a, ξ̂b)-estimation laws in [24] and [27] are
thus generalized by (γ1, along withke, γθ, are positive design
parameters,̃ia = ia − îa, ĩb = ib − îb)

˙̂ia = −R

L
îa +

kM

L
ω ̂sin(pθ) +

ua

L
+ keĩa

˙̂ib = −R

L
îb −

kM

L
ω ̂cos(pθ) +

ub

L
+ keĩb

˙̂
ξa = −Ria + ua + γθ

(
ξ̂a − Lia

)
F − pω

Lγ1
ĩb

˙̂
ξb = −Rib + ub + γθ

(
ξ̂b − Lib

)
F +

pω

Lγ1
ĩa, (7)

where, according to [24],

F =
k2
M

p2

[
1− ̂cos(pθ)

2
− ̂sin(pθ)

2
]

̂cos(pθ) =
p

kM

(
ξ̂a − Lia

)
̂sin(pθ) =

p

kM

(
ξ̂b − Lib

)
. (8)

The crucial role of the feedback injection is played byF ,
which is related to thesin(pθ) andcos(pθ) estimation errors,
in accordance with

1− ̂cos(pθ)
2
− ̂sin(pθ)

2
= cos(pθ)2 + sin(pθ)2

− ̂cos(pθ)
2
− ̂sin(pθ)

2
.
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B. Observer II in [30]

The adaptive(cos(pθ), sin(pθ))-observer of the previous
subsection is structurally local due to theF-term injection. A
global (cos(pθ), sin(pθ)) adaptive observer can be actually
obtained by following the design ideas that are presented in
the first part of the control design in [33] and are related
to a suitable change of coordinates for the error system
under persistency of excitation. To this purpose, a part of
the PMSM dynamics is to be rewritten as a state space
system with state variablesia, ib, cos(pθ), sin(pθ) and the
unmeasured quantitiessin(pθ) andcos(pθ) are to be viewed
as uncertain ‘parameters’ to be estimated. The adaptive
observer then reads:

dîa
dt

= −R

L
ia +

kM

L
ω ̂sin(pθ) +

ua

L
+ ki(ia − îa)

dîb
dt

= −R

L
ib −

kM

L
ω ̂cos(pθ) +

ub

L
+ ki(ib − îb)

d ̂cos(pθ)
dt

= −pω ̂sin(pθ) + vc (9)

d ̂sin(pθ)
dt

= pω ̂cos(pθ) + vs,

in which ki is a positive design parameter, whilevs, vc are
chosen as (kE is a positive design parameter):

vc = −kEω(ib − îb) (10)

vs = kEω(ia − îa).

They are related to the regressor matrix

Γ =
[

0 kM
L ω

−kM
L ω 0

]
.

The observer of this subsection, in contrast to the one
reported in the previous subsection, is a purely adaptive,
back-EMF- based observer. It can be obtained from Observer
I by: computing the dynamics of̂cos(pθ), ̂sin(pθ) in (8) for
γθ = 0, δs = 1 γ1 = p2/(kMLkE); taking ki in place of
ke; replacingîa, îb by ia, ib (respectively) in the first terms
appearing in the stator current estimation laws; replacing
ia, ib by îa, îb (respectively) in the last two equations of
(8); adding the proportional termsLkiĩa and Lkiĩb to the
(ξ̂a, ξ̂b)-dynamics (respectively).

V. NEW SENSORLESS POSITION OBSERVERS

The paper contribution relies on replacing the rotor speed
measurement in the previous observers I and II by the output
ω̂ of the PLL-SSLKF block of Figure 3, in order to naturally
define a new sensorless speed control for (nonsalient-pole
surface) PMSMs.

A. Modified observer I

The resulting modified Observer I reads (γ1, along withke,
γθ, are positive design parameters,ĩa = ia− îa, ĩb = ib− îb):

˙̂ia = −R

L
îa +

kM

L
ω̂ ̂sin(pθ) +

ua

L
+ keĩa

˙̂ib = −R

L
îb −

kM

L
ω̂ ̂cos(pθ) +

ub

L
+ keĩb (11)

˙̂
ξa = −Ria + ua + γθ

(
ξ̂a − Lia

)
F − pω̂

Lγ1
ĩb

˙̂
ξb = −Rib + ub + γθ

(
ξ̂b − Lib

)
F +

pω̂

Lγ1
ĩa.

When no stator current estimation laws are implemented

in Observer I [with theγ1-dependent terms iṅ̂ξa and
˙̂
ξb being accordingly set to zero and the observer (7)-(8)
exactly reducing to the one in [24] and [27]], the resulting
modification leading to the scheme of Figure 3 just consists
of including the torque estimation law in the speed tracking
control loop and of replacing the speed estimate provided
by (4) of [24] by the corresponding one provided by the
PLL-SSLKF block.

B. Modified Observer II

The modified Observer II naturally reads (ki, kE are
positive design parameters):

dîa
dt

= −R

L
ia +

kM

L
ω̂ ̂sin(pθ) +

ua

L
+ ki(ia − îa)

dîb
dt

= −R

L
ib −

kM

L
ω̂ ̂cos(pθ) +

ub

L
+ ki(ib − îb)

d ̂cos(pθ)
dt

= −pω̂ ̂sin(pθ) + vc (12)

d ̂sin(pθ)
dt

= pω̂ ̂cos(pθ) + vs

vc = −kEω̂(ib − îb)
vs = kEω̂(ia − îa).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The prototype realization of the electric drive shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5 is used to experimentally investigate
the effectiveness of the proposed modified observers to be
included into the sensorless control algorithm of Figure
3. The control board sits on top of the inverter and it is
connected by a high density flat cable to the gate drivers
and sensors. The electrical drive is fully controlled by the
National Instruments System-on-Module sbRIO-9651, with
a dedicated board specifically designed for power electron-
ics and drives applications (PED-BoardR©). The proposed
observers are directly implemented, in their discrete-time
versions (execution timeTe = 83 µs), on the FPGA target
using a 32-bit floating point arithmetic. In the test campaign,
an axial flux, permanent magnets, 5 pole-pairs machine (35
kW, 3000 rpm, 110 A, L = 0.000036 H, R = 0.1 Ω,
J = 0.5 kg m2, kM = 1.14 N m A−1) is used with a constant
reference speed equal to250 rpm and a|0.875| N m -torque.
The 1 ppr sensor is emulated by updating only once per
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round the speed measurement provided by a resolver having
30 rpm resolution. The phase voltage values applied to the
PMSM are assumed to coincide with the reference voltages
provided as inputs to the PWM modulator and thus they
are not physically measured. To perform the tuning of PLL-
SSLKF parameters, the practical off-line procedure proposed
in [37] has been accounted withωn = 20, R = 2 andφ = 45
degree.

Fig. 4. FPGA controlled 3-ph inverter prototype used in the experimental
campaign.

Fig. 5. Detailed view of the axial-flux PM-machine at the test bed.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section experimental results showing the effective-
ness of the proposed PLL-SSLKF-based sensorless control
are provided in a speed sensor fault-tolerant scenario2. The
design parameters (in SI units) are:ke = 15000, γθ = 2000,
γ1 = 1000 for Observer I;ki = 2000, kE = 20 for Observer
II. The motor is initially controlled, to reach the steady-
state, by the standard field oriented controller (6) with the
measured speedω in place of estimated onêω and with the
measurements ofsin(pθ), cos(pθ) in place of the estimated
ones ̂sin(pθ)f , ̂cos(pθ)f [no related Figures are included for

2We here assume, for the sake of simplicity, that a speed sensor fault
detection scheme is available.

the sake of brevity]. The control parameters [in SI units]:
kω = 0.01, kωI = 0.004, ki = 0.0101022, kiI = 3.6538
have been set by adopting the tuning techniques of [72]
relying on the Bode diagrams for the speed/current control
loops.

A. Sensorless control of Figure 3 (steady-state)

The sensorless control of this paper is activated at time
t = 0. Figures 6-10 illustrate the closed loop performance
obtained by the PLL-SSLKF-based sensorless control of
Figure 3 including the modified Observers I and II. Sat-
isfactory results are achieved in both cases: rather precise
speed regulation is guaranteed, along with small estimation
errors for sin(pθ), cos(pθ) and small tracking errors for
the (id, iq)- tracking errors. An improved performance is,
however, obtained in the case of the modified (global)
Observer II.

Fig. 6. Experiments of Subsection A. Estimatedcos(pθ) (i.e., ̂cos(pθ)f )
for the modified Observers I (left subplot) and II (right subplot), in
comparison with the corresponding actual profiles.

Fig. 7. Experiments of Subsection A. Estimatedsin(pθ) (i.e., ŝin(pθ)f ) for
the modified Observers I (left subplot) and II (right subplot), in comparison
with the corresponding actual profiles.

Fig. 8. Experiments of Subsection A. Rotor speed and rotoor speed
reference for the sensorless control with the modified Observers I (left
subplot) and II (right subplot).

B. Position-sensorless control of Figure 1 (steady-state)

As comparison, the experimental results (at steady-state)
obtained by the position-sensorless control of Figure 1 in
[30], which is activated at timet = 0 and relies on 1
ppr speed sensor-based measurements, are reported. The
same design parameters of the corresponding sensorless
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Fig. 9. Experiments of Subsection A.id-current tracking error for the
sensorless control with the modified Observers I (left subplot) and II (right
subplot).

Fig. 10. Experiments of Subsection A.iq-current tracking error for the
sensorless control with the modified Observers I (left subplot) and II (right
subplot).

scenario are used. Figures 11-13 illustrate the closed loop
performance. Even though more precise position estimation
and speed regulation are achieved in the presence of speed
information, the closed loop performance is not so far from
the one achieved in the previous sensorless scenario (slightly
improved performance is again obtained in the case of the
Observer II). Such results definitely confirm the effectiveness
of the sensorless approach of this paper, but they also
explicitly confirm, from an experimental point of view, the
ideas described in [30].

Fig. 11. Experiments of Subsection B. Estimatedcos(pθ) (i.e., ̂cos(pθ)f )
for Observers I and II in [30], in comparison with the corresponding actual
profiles.

Fig. 12. Experiments of Subsection B. Estimatedsin(pθ) (i.e., ŝin(pθ)f )
for Observers I and II in [30], in comparison with the corresponding actual
profiles.

C. Sensorless control of Figure 3 (transient)

The sensorless control of Figure 3, incorporating Observer
II, is activated at timet = 0. The speed reference is abruptly

Fig. 13. Experiments of Subsection B. Rotor speed and its reference, along
with the rotor speed measured through the 1 ppr-sensor (dark green), for
Observers I and II in [30].

modified aftert = 1 s. Figure 14 illustrates the closed loop
performance in two cases: i) speed reference passing from
350 rpm to 250 rpm; ii) speed reference passing from250
rpm to 350 rpm. The time profile of the estimated speed is
reported in both cases, along with the time profile of the
time-varying speed reference. In both cases, the estimated
speed exhibits a smooth profile reaching, with acceptable
oscillations, the new steady-state value after about 1s.

Fig. 14. Experiments of Subsection C. Rotor speed estimate and its
reference for the sensorless control of Figure 3 with Observer II.

D. Transition from the position-sensorless control of Figure
1 to the sensorless control of Figure 3

The position-sensorless control of Figure 1, relying on 1
ppr speed sensor-based measurements, is activated at time
t = 0. A complete speed sensor fault occurs before the time
instantt = 2 s, with the corresponding sensorless control of
Figure 3 being simultaneously activated. Figure 15 illustrates
the smooth transition between the two controls of Figure 1
and 3. Satisfactory results are achieved: rather precise speed
regulation is guaranteedpre- and post- fault. An improved
performance is again obtained in the case of the control
scheme incorporating Observer II.

Fig. 15. Experiments of Subsection D. Transition from the position-
sensorless control (Figure 1) to the sensorless control (Figure 3): (torque-
meter measured) rotor speed and its reference, along with the rotor speed
measured through the 1 ppr-sensor and the estimated speed, for Observers
I and II and modified Observers I and II.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

Effective ‘minimum distance’ adaptations of the latest
position-sensorless design ideas have led to new sensorless
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observers to be included into a simple adaptive observer-
based sensorless speed control for (nonsalient-pole surface)
PMSMs. Such a sensorless control scheme owns a definite
flavour inherited from the electric machines control literature.
The underlying idea has been to replace the measured rotor
speed of the position-sensorless control with the estimated
speed that is provided by the third-order PLL-SSLKF being
already used, in the position-sensorless control, to mitigate
the distortions on the estimated position. Experimental re-
sults have demonstrated, in terms of steady-state/transient
behaviours andpre/post fault transition, the effectiveness
of the proposed approach in a speed sensor fault-tolerant
scenario.
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